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Secured Signing in RDB ProNet a Clear Choice for Aeropeople's eSignature
Needs

Aeropeople expedites candidate’s data collection and paperwork with the Secured Signing
digital signature plugin for RDB ProNet.

London, United Kingdom (PRWEB UK) 2 December 2016 -- The Secured Signing plugin gives Aeropeople the
ability to capture important data, realise the benefits of digital signatures and save time and cost using a fully
compliant 360º integrated process, which simplifies the candidate and client experience.

"Aeropeople relies on the Secured Signing plugin for RDB ProNet to file, track and digitally sign our client and
candidate documents." says Julie Welford-Biggs the Compliance Manager for Aeropeople. "It is simple and
effective to use, delivering on our business needs and enhancing our customer experience."

Secured Signing delivers all the key outcomes Aeropeople looked for in an eSignature solution. Contractors can
sign documents either at their computer or while on the move using any modern smartphone or tablet. Clients
regularly have documents returned in minutes rather than days. The digital signature applied by Secured
Signing seals the document against changes for absolute confidence in the integrity of the document. The
contents of the document are automatically updated in the relevant areas of the RDB database without any
requirement for administration, saving clients many thousands of pounds annually in unnecessary data entry
and filing costs. The whole process takes place entirely within RDB using the integrated plugin, allowing
clients to easily make the transition to digital signing with minimum change to their business processes.

"Providing clients and candidates the convenience of signing online with Secured Signing also ensures
recruiters have absolute confidence they will not only be able to immediately lay their hands on the signed
agreement when they need it, but that the document is authentic and reliable beyond reproach", said Mike Eyal,
Managing Director of Secured Signing.

About Aeropeople - Aeropeople are a leading Aerospace and Auto-sport manpower provider, who are
committed to delivering a premier service to all of its customers, worldwide. Their strength lies in the ability to
respond quickly and effectively to changing customer requirements, especially within an uncertain climate of
change and opportunity. To learn more about Aeropeople, visit https://www.aeropeople.com

About Secured Signing - Secured Signing provides a comprehensive and secure SaaS digital signature service
that delivers a full range of form completion and eSigning capabilities combining advanced personalised X509
PKI Digital Signature technology with easy-to-use, simple-to-deploy, compliant solutions. Secured Signing
enables its users to utilise smartphones, PCs, any tablet device and any browser, to capture their graphical
signature, complete , sign, seal and verify documents anywhere, anytime. The solution streamlines business
processes, cuts back on expenses, expedites delivery cycles, improves staff efficiency and enhances customer
service in a green environment. To learn more about Secured Signing, visit http://www.securedsigning.com
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Contact Information
Mike Eyal
Secured Signing
http://www.securedsigning.com
+64 94799044

David Schulz
Secured Signing
http://www.securedsigning.com
094799044

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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